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Abstract 
EGO-grammar systems (EC systems) have been introduced in [2] for modelling syntactic prop- 
erties of ecosystems. In this paper simple EC systems are discussed, which have n agents and, at 
each derivation step, k (or 6k) of the agents are active. The behaviour of a simple EC system 
is characterized by a language (of the environment), i.e. by a set of strings describing devel- 
opmental stages of the system. We compare corresponding language classes 8_Y(n, =k) and 
8Y(n, <k) for different values n and k. @ 1998 -Elsevier Science B.V. All rights reserved 
Keyword.7: Lindenmayer system; Grammar system; Eco-grammar system; Developmental and 
generative power 
1. Introduction 
The eco-grammar system has been introduced in [2] as an attempt to use approaches 
and methods of formal language theory for investigation of the interplay between the 
environment and the agents in systems like ecosystems. The notion follows the genera- 
tive framework of grammar systems proposed for the description of syntactic properties 
of multi-agent systems [ 1,4-71 and therefore it can be used for modelling of behaviour 
of any cooperating communities of agents acting in dynamic environment. 
Briefly, an eco-grammar system consists of an environment described by a string of 
symbols which develops according to a set of rules of some L system (Lindenmayer 
systems [ll]; generative mechanisms with totally parallel derivations) and of several 
agents described by strings of symbols, each developing according to rules of L systems 
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and acting on the environment by applying pure rewriting rules from its action rule 
set. Actual rules used for the development of each agent depend on the actual state 
(i.e. string) of the environment. The choice of an acting rule of an agent usually 
depends on its actual state (i.e. string). The agents perform an action on the environ- 
ment in teams, where every agent of the team acts on the environment simultaneously. 
Similar feature was discussed for grammar systems in [3, IO]. 
To study the behaviour of the eco-grammar system one has to deal with the devel- 
opment of both the environment and the agents. 
Information about the basic model of the eco-grammar system can be found in [2,8], 
a good guide for the state of art in this subject, with various extensions and modifica- 
tions of the original model, is given in [9]. 
In this paper we discuss the development of the environment in the eco-grammar 
systems characterized by the set of all strings, which arise from the development of the 
environment from some starting position, i.e. by environmental language. We consider 
only simple eco-grammar systems, where agents can execute actions on the environment 
independently on their actual developmental state. 
The behaviour of the eco-grammar system depends on the total number of its agents 
and on the size of its teams of acting agents (i.e. on the number of acting agents) in 
an actual developmental step. We consider collections of eco-grammar systems with 
given number of agents acting in each derivation step in teams of fixed size. Moreover, 
we assume that the eco-grammer system is reduced, that is every agent is a member 
of at least one succesful acting team. 
The aim of the paper is to compare nviro~en~l languages of eco-~ammar systems 
with n agents organized in teams with a components for various values rr and a, i.e. 
to compare corresponding language classes &Y(n, a). 
In Section 2 basic definitions of simple eco-grammar systems (EC systems) with 
n agents, from which k (at most k) are allowed to work at any moment in time are 
presented and illustrated by some examples. In this case we say that the system works 
in = k teams (in d k teams). 
Section 3 has auxiliary character. The possibility of representing languages L,=k 
and L, $k, given in Example 2.1, by eco-grammar systems with m agents working in 
=s ( SS) teams is discussed. 
In Section 4 we compare the behaviour of EG systems and OL systems (systems 
equivalent to EG systems with no acting components). 
In Section 5 EG systems with various teams are compared. Infinite hierarchy is pre- 
sented for systems with increasing number of agents working in <k teams for fixed k. 
The environmental behaviour of simple eco-grammar systems with n agents acting 
in = k teams cannot be obtained by any simple eco-grammar system with parameters 
different from the pair R, k. 
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2. Notions 
We recall some notions from formal language theory which are necessary in the 
sequel. For further information we refer to [ 1 I]. 
For an alphabet V, we denote by V+ the set of all nonempty strings over V. If 
the empty string, A, is included, then we use notation V*. The length of a string x is 
denoted by IX]. 
A context-free pure grammar is a triple G = (V, R, w), where V is an alphabet, w E V+ 
(the axiom) and R is a finite set of rewriting rules of the form a+ u, where u E V 
and u E V*. Context-free pure grammars use sequential derivation, a direct derivation 
step is given by x+Ry for x=al . ..ai_r aiui+l . ..u.,y=ur . ..ui_lZiUi+l . ..a. and 
ai 4 Zi E R. 
An OL system (an interactionless Lindenmayer system) is a triple G = (V,P,w), 
defined as above, where P is complete, i.e. for each symbol a E V there is a rule a + v 
in P. The direct derivation step in OL system is defined in a parallel way: x =+p y for 
x=utu2...u,, y=zrz2... Z, and ai+ziEP, l<ibn. 
A simple EG system consists of an OL system (describing the environment) and 
several sets of context-free pure rules (describing the agents) defined over a common 
alphabet. 
Definition 2.1. A simple EC system (with n agents, n 2 1) is a construct 
where 
l VE is an alphabet (the set of symbols describing the environment), 
l PE,R,,... ,R, are sets of context-free rules over VE and PE is complete. (PE is the 
set of developmental rules of the environment and Ri for i, 1 d i dn, is the set of 
action rules of the ith agent), 
l w E Vg (the initial state of the environment). 
A string u over the alphabet of environment, VE, is said to be a state of the envi- 
ronment. 
The functioning of the simple EG system is realized by changing states of its environ- 
ment according to applications of the action rules of the agents and the developmental 
rules of the environment in a way specified here. 
Definition 2.2. Let C = (V’, PE, R I,. . . , R,, w) be a simple EG system and let u, v E &*. 
We say that u directly derives v in C by an = k-team mode for 1 <k <n, written as 
u 3~ v, iff the following conditions hold: 
0 u=xrJA,x, . ..xk-rAkxk and v=yoat yr . ..JQ_lMkyk. where Aie VE,Xj,Yj,aiE Q*, 
1 dibk, o<j<k, and 
l x,JpEyj, Odj<k and 
l A;+aiER R,, li E {I,. , n}, and 1, # 1, for j # m. 1 d j, m d k. 
We define u az v by u +p, v. 
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In words, exactly k of the n agents, chosen nondeterministically, by applying exactly 
one of their own action rules, replace exactly k symbols in the environmental state U; 
the other symbols are replaced according to the set of the environmental developmental 
rules. If k = 0, then no agent is in action and the change of the environmental state is 
determined just by the set of the developmental rules of the environment. 
Definition 2.3. Let C = ( VE,PE,RI,. . . , R,, w) be a simple EG system and let U, v E J$*. 
We write u%,v if u%,v for some j, O<j<k. 
In this case a team of agents of size bounded by k (i.e. with at most k components) 
is active at each derivation step. 
The transitive (and reflexive) closure of u 3~ v for a E {= k, <k IO 6k <n} is 
denoted by u ac u (U &t u). We can omit C from the denotation if no confusion 
arises. 
The behaviour of the simple EG system is identified by the language of all environ- 
mental states arising from the initial state of the environment. 
Definition 2.4. Let C = (V,, PE, RI, . . . ,R,, w) be a simple EG system. The language 
L(C, a) generated by C by a-team mode, where a E { = k, <k / 0 <k <n}, is 
L(C,a)={vl W&&,VE v,*>. 
Definition 2.5. Let C = ( V,, PE, RI,. . . , R,,w) be a simple EG system using a-team 
mode of derivation, for some a, where a E { = k, d k / 0 d k <n}. We say that agent 
Ri, 16 i <n, is useful, if there exists a word z E L(C, a) such that Ri is a member of 
* 
some u-team used in some derivation step u *Z u in some derivation w &I u AZ v 
&zz in C. 
Definition 2.6. A simple EG system C = (V,, PE, RI,. . . ,R,, w) is reduced if all its 
agents R 1,. . . , R, are useful. 
We denote by cW(n,a) the class of reduced simple EG systems with n agents using 
u-team mode of derivation, where a E {= k, dk 10 dk Gn}. 
The language class corresponding to &9(n,u) is denoted by &‘P’(n,u). 
Definition 2.7. We denote by 6’3(n,u) the class of reduced simple EG systems with 
n agents using u-team mode of derivation, where a E {= k, <k j 0 <k <n}. 
The language class corresponding to &s(n,u) is denoted by &‘_Y(n, a). 
Example 2.1. Let Co = ( VE, PE, RI, . . . , R,, WO) and let L,,,=k = L(&, = k) and L, <k = 
L(&, dk), where 
l VE={~l,~l,~2,~2,cl,...,c,}, 
0 PE={b, ~b~,U~--tU~,b2~b~,U~~U~}U{Cj~U~Ildjbn}, 
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l Ri={Ur +C;rCi+al},l dibn, and 
. w. = b,aifk. 
We characterize the structure of the words of languages Ln,zk and L,,gk. 
CUSP .&,.=A : For even number of derivation steps we obtain 
&:f’ =+ 2,Fb$;+4’. 
Moreover, 
b’la/+” =j @[a; ,..., a&c, ,I...> Gulp> 
\ , 
j times 
where [wt , . . . , w,,]’ represents a concatenation of any permutation of the words wl, w2, 
.‘.> W,. 
Therefore, 
L,,=k={b~~~+4’~j~O}U{b~‘4/~~“~~,~~”~j, . ..a.“Clka~‘“+‘/j30,1, + . ..+ lk+, 
= 4.i, 1 I,...,~k+l>O, and ci ,,..., elk E{CI ,..., G}, 
where c,~ fci,,! for rfm, 1 dr,mbk}. 
Case I&k: Examples of the first derivation steps are 
k+l 
ha, =+ 6262c~c2a2u2q ck (for k active agents) 
and 
bla, 
2(l+k) k” =+ b2b2a2 (for no active agent). 
In general, 
b, a;+’ =j b262az”ci, ai”Cjz . . . a~“~;~a~‘~ ’ (for s active agents), 
whereOdsdkands+Zt+/~+~~~+1,+t=l+k. 
After two derivation steps we have bl ai’” j 2bfaf+4’, where s + t = k + 1 and 
s<k. 
The words of Ln,& have similar structure to the words of Ln,&, however, there are 
at most k of occurrences of c’s in the words derived by even number of steps and the 
number of occurrences of al in the words derived by odd steps depends on the size 
of teams of active agents in the preceding derivation steps. For a derivation of length 
2t with s I,. , sf active agents in the odd derivation steps we have 
b,a;+k =j 21b;‘a((‘), 
where .f(t) = 4’(k + 1) ~ 3 CL:, 4’-‘s,. Consequently, L,,<k = {bfa(“’ 1 f(t) = 
4’(k+l)-3&4’-‘s,, 0dsl,...,s~~k}~{b~~4’a~“c;,a~‘2C;2...~C.~’~+~ IOdsdk, s+ 
1, +... + l,Yl = f(t), t 30). 
We list some properties of EG systems that will be useful in sequel. 
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Lemma 2.1. Let C=(&,PE,R1, . . ..R.,w) be a simple EG system. Let WI EL 
(C,= k), ka2 and Iw~/<k. 
Then WI sz w’ for no w’ E Q*. 
Proof. It follows directly from Definition 2.2. 
Lemma 2.2. Singleton language L = {w} for w # A is in &_Y(n,= k) and in 
&9(n, d k) for arbitrary k, n, 0 6 k 6 n. 
Proof. For EG system C with the axiom equal to w and with PE = RI = R2 = . . . = 
R, = {a -+ a : a E VE} we have L(Z, = k) = L(C, <k) = {w}. (Note that for the deriva- 
tion mode = k in Z we have either w + w for the case IwI > k, or w produces no 
word, otherwise.) 
Lemma 2.3. Let L be a language, consisting of (at least) two words of length shorter 
than k for k 3 2. 
Then L $ dY(n, = k). 
Proof. The statement follows from Lemma 2.1. 
Lemma 2.4. Let C = ( VE, PE, RI, . . ..R.,~)beasimpleEGsystemandG=(&,P~,w) 
be its environmental OL system. 
Then L(G)cL(C,a) for aE{<l, <2,..., <n}. 
Proof. It follows from Definition 2.4. 
3. Properties of L,,+ and L,,gk 
In this section we deal with properties of EG systems generating languages L,,,=R 
and L,,<k. We show that values m and a and the form of the productions of the action 
rules of EG systems from &??(m,a) for these languages are highly determined by the 
form of the words in L,,,=k and L,,&. 
First, we separate words of Ln,=k and L, <k depending on whether they are in &* = 
{al,bl}* or in I$* = {az,bz,q,. . .,c,}*. 
Let us define for bE {= k, <k 1 O<k<n} 
L1,.,b=L,,bn y* 
and 
By the following lemma we show that words over alphabets r/; and I$ alternate in 
derivations of EG systems generating languages J&k and Ln,&. 
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Lemma 3.1. Let b E {= k, d k ) 06 k <n} and let L,, J, = L(C,a) for an EG system 
Z=(VE,PE,R~ ,..., R,,w) andfor some mode a. Lt!t 
Ni,n,b = {WZ 1 WI =h W2 for Jome WI E h,n,b): 
where i = 1,2. 
Then Ni,,,,b c Lj.n3b for i #j. 
Proof. Let H, b be fixed. For the sake of simplicity we shall use shorter denotation Ni 
instead of Ni,n,b and Li instead of Li,n,b. 
Assume on the contrary that Ni C Lj does not hold for i # j, i.e. either 
(i) Ni n Li # 8 and Ni n Lj # 8 or 
(ii) Ni c Li. 
(i) In the case Ni f? Li # 8 and Ni n Lj #8 there are words u and v in Li, i E { 1,2} 
and derivations u +I U’ and v +z v’ with u’ E Li and v’ E Lj, where j # i for i, j E { 1,2} 
and Iu’I, Iv’1 >k. 
PE contains productions of the form ai + xi, a, -+ ~(2, bi+ /?I, bi + p2, where i = 
I,2 and Mj contains aj and /3j contains bj, for j = 1,2. But, this would imply that a 
word with mixed indices ( 1,2) of a’s and b’s is contained in L( C, a), which contradicts 
to the form of the words of Ln,b. 
(ii) If axiom w is in Li, this leads to contradiction, because in this case there is no 
possibility to obtain words of Lj from w. 
If the axiom w is in Lj, we have w =+z w’ and w’ E Nj, Nj C Li (otherwise case (i) 
holds) and therefore L(C, a) C Li U {w} and Li U {w} # L,, b. 
Thus, we conclude that for all derivations wi +I w2 with WI E Li it holds that w2 is 
in Li for i+ j. 
We discuss now the number of components and the size of teams in EG systems 
for languages J&k and Ln,Qk. 
Theorem 3.1. Let n > k > 1 and let &,=k E G”_fZ(m, = s). 
Then m = n and s = k. 
Proof. Assume that for some values of m and s we have an EG system C’ = ( V,, PE, RI, 
.‘.> R,, w) and Ln,=k = L(C’,= s). Let NI,Nz,LI, L2 be subsets of Ln,=k defined above 
in the proof of Lemma 3.1. By Lemma 3.1 we have Ni C Lj for i, j E { 1,2}, i fj. 
Consider a derivation step WI +zfwz for WI E L1 and w2 E L2, i.e. in more detail, 
the derivation step bf’at+4’ +j b$4”ai’1Cilai’2 . . . Cikaf’“, where Ii +. . + lk+l = 4’ for 
some t and r. Suppose that the rules 
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are used to produce c;, , ci2,. . . , cir in this derivation step, where x$ are in {ai, 61). 
(The rules for x;, and Xi,+, coincide if more than one c occur in the right-hand side of 
the production.) Then PC C: UF=, R;, otherwise more than k occurrences of c’s would 
be possible in the words of L(C’, = s). 
Furthermore, the following properties hold for RI, . . . , R,. 
(i) For fixed c E {cl,. . . , c,} there is exactly one R, E {RI,. . . , R,} such that x + clcfl 
is in R, for some x E {ui, bl } and ~1, p E VE*. 
(Two different components R;, Rj with this property produce a word with at least 
two occurrences of c. This contradicts to the form of the words of L”,=k). 
(ii) There is no R; such that both xi + cric;,pi and x2 -+ G12cilB2 are in R; for it # i2 
and for some x1,x2 E {a,,bi}. 
(Otherwise, by (i), there is no possibility to derive all words of _&,=k of the form 
LX,, pciz y and ac;, /?c;, y in C’). 
(iii) We have {a lx +UER;}fIVE*{c, ,..., c,}VE*#Q)foreveryi, i=l,..., m,i.e. there 
is c in {ct , . . . , c,} which occurs in the right hand side of at least one rule of R;. 
(Otherwise words with different number of occurrences of c’s can be derived.) 
(i) and (ii) imply m 2n and (iii) gives n am. Therefore we have m = n. Moreover, 
since words in L2 contain exactly k occurrences of different c’s, points (i), (ii) and (iii) 
imply k = s. 
Theorem 3.2. Let k 2 1. Then Ln,=k q! &5?(m, d I) for arbitrary m, 1. 
Proof. Assume on the contrary, that L,,,=k is produced by some C’ = ( VE, PE, PI,. . . , 
P,,,, w) in &W(m, d I). Let us suppose that the following rules form a subset of PE: 
a;+a; for i = 1,2, 
b; + b; for i = 1,2, 
c;Ay; for i= 1,2 ,..., k. 
We now discuss the form of a; and /?;. 
Assume that v = b;’ a:+4 ’ and v +p, u. Using the rules above we have u = p;’ ’ aff4 ’ 
for u E Ln,=k. This gives either u = bT’a’;f4r for some r or u = b’$4raf’ c;, az”c;, . . . ai”ci, 
a2 21k+1 for Zt+Z2+...$Ik+i =4’,li,...,lk+i 3 0, and for c. Z,,...,Ci~ E{Cl ,...,cn}, where 
c;, fc;, for pfj, 1 <p, j<k. 
In the case of u = bfra:+4’ we get /31 E br and ai E UT from the structure of words 
of Ln,=k. This gives r = j, pi = bl, al = al, i.e. bl -+ bl, al 4 al are the only rules 
of above form in PE. Since by the action rule sets of the agents PI,. . . ,P, in 
C’E bg(m, d 1) we are allowed to change at most 1 letters, there is no possibility 
to derive exponential growth of bl and, in this case, L(C’, < I) = L,,,=k does not hold. 
The case u = b2.4ra2’1c. a212c. 2/k 2 2 ‘I 2 12 . ..a2 c&Q2 21k+’ for Ii +12+“‘+lk+] =4’, li,...,&+t 
20, and c. rl,...,c;kE{~l,...,~n}, where ch#c;, for p#j, ldp, jdk leads also to 
contradiction, since we are able to derive words, where either the number of occurrences 
of c’s are 0 (for p2 which does not contain any c) or multiple of k + 4 J occurrences 
of c’s (otherwise) and such words are not in L,,+. 
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The assumption that there is C’ with properties above fails and so Ln,zk 6 $_I$? 
(m, <1) for n>k>l. 
Theorem 3.3. Let k > 1 and let L,,Gk E Qp(rn, <s). Then m an and, moreover, s = k 
for n > k, and sak for n=k. 
Proof. Suppose that Ln,<k = L(Z’, <s) for some EG system C’ in kW(m, <s), where 
Ids<m, l<k<n. Let L,, Lz, NI and N2 be defined as above (in the proof of 
Lemma 3.1). By Lemma 3.1 N; C Lj for i # j. 
Thus, for any derivation step WI =+I! wz with WI ELI it holds that w2 E L2 and there is 
no w2 E L2 such that u +I/ w2 and v =& w2 for u E LI and v E L2. Discussing derivation 
step WI +I/ w2 we obtain PC C IJy=, Ri, where PC denotes the set of productions defined 
in the proof of Theorem 3.1. Moreover, RI,. , R, have properties (i) and (ii) from 
the proof of Theorem 3.1. These properties give n <in. Since each word in L2 contains 
at most k different c’s we have s = k for n > k and .Y > k for n = k. 
An EG system C in b%(m, <k) for L n,ck, where ndm, has the following set 
of rules: PE is the same as in Example 2.1, Ri = {al + ci, ci + a, } for 1 6 i <n and 
R n+1= ... =R,=PE. 
Theorem 3.4. Let k > 1 and let Ln,<k E 6_5?(m, = s), where 1 <s <m. Then m 2 n and, 
moreover, s == k for n > k, and s 2 k for n = k. 
Proof. It is analogous to that of Theorem 3.3. 
An EG system generating Ln,Qk from 6Y(m, = k) with m bn is defined by compo- 
nents as follows: 
PE: al -+ ai, a2 + a:, cj + al, bl + bi, b2 ---$ ht. 
R,: al --f ci, ci --f al, al ---f ai, a2 + a: for 1 <i<n. 
Ri: al --f ai, a2 -+ a: for n + 1 <i<m. 
4. OL systems and EG systems 
In this section we compare the generative power of simple EG systems and OL sys- 
tems. Theorems 4.1-4.3 deal with relations of &9’(n,a) and the class 90~ of languages 
generated by OL systems, i.e. special class of EG systems with no agents or acting 
teams. 
Theorem 4.1. (i) &‘Y(n, = 0) = 3’0~ for n 20, 
(ii) 90~ c /‘d;P(n, = 1) for all n 2 1, 
(iii) _CZOL and &Y(n, = k) are incomparable for k 3 2. 
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Proof. (i) Evidently, if no agent is used, e.g. in mode=0 EG system C= (V,,P,, 
R3 ,. . .,&,w) has the same behaviour as OL system G = ( &,PE,w). This gives 
Kqn, = 0) = YOL. 
(ii) Let L be an OL language. Then L = L(G) for some OL system G = (V, P, w). For 
the EG system Z=(V,P,P ,.,., P, w) in &Y(n, = 1) we have L(G) = L(C, = 1). This 
n times 
follows directty from 
(1) weL(G)nL(C,=l) and 
(2) u =+o u iff u +L_ u for u E L(G), Iul>, 1. 
Therefore 90~ C &‘ip(n, = 1). 
ByTheorem3.2 andKY(nr<O)= &Y(nr =0), L,=r $&Z’(n,=O), i.e.L,=r $90~. 
This completes the proof. 
(iii) Denote by Lr = {&r,ak-*, . . . , A}, L2 = (a*,t~~-~} and Ls = {uk,uk-I,. . . ,A}. 
For the languages Lr ,Lz and Ls we have 
(1) Lr,L3 are OL languages. The corresponding OL systems are Gr = ({a}, {u + a, 
a--+,I},&‘) and G3=({a},{ a -+ a, a --f A}, uk), respectively. 
(2) L2 is not an OL language for k 22. 
(3) Lr is not in &‘i”(n,= k) by Lemma 2.3. 
(4) L2,L3 are in &?Y(n, = k). The corresponding EG(n, = k) systems are 
~~=({a},{a--ta},{a~~},{a-ta} ,..., {u-,cz},u~) and &=({a},{u--,a}, 
\ / 
n-l times 
{u -+ I,a -+ a), . . . , {u 4 &a 4 a}, ak), respectively. 
. I/ 
n times 
Therefore, {ak-r, uk-‘, . . . , A} E (S?OL - dY(n,= k)) by (1) and (3), (u’,uk-‘} E 
(&.Y(n,=k)-_YoL) for k&2 by(2) and (4), and (uk,uk-‘,...,~}~(~o~n~~(n,=k)) 
by (1) and (4). 
This gives the incomparability of 9’0~ and 6’9(n,= k) for k>2. 
A substantial part of the class of OL languages forms a subset of EG systems working 
in teams with at least 2 components. 
Definition 4.1. For k > 1 we denote by 2,&k the set of OL languages L with the 
property L = (L - &‘(uZph L)‘). 
(i.e. language L in _Ye~,k does not contain words of the length less than k). 
Theorem 4.2. .YoL,~ c &Z’(n, = k) for m > k. 
Proof. By Definition 4.1 we have Ps~,,,+r c YoL,, for m 2 0. Therefore it is enough 
to prove zsL,k C &Z(n, = k) for k B 0. Let L = L(G) for OL system G = (V, P, w) and 
let Lt =L(& =k) for c=(vE,P,P ,..., . P, w). For every M E L(G) and Iu[> k we have / 
n times 
u*cu iff u+u. Since for ail uEL from 5? OL,k the condition /u/ > k is satisfied we 
have L = L1 and 58s~~ C &Z’(n, = k) is proved for k 20. 
Moreover, L,,,=k E &‘_!Z(n, = k) - _YoL,~ by Theorem 3.2. 
This gives _Ye~,k c .#Z(n, = k). 
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Theorem 4.3. (i) &Y(n, d 0) = 90L for n 20, 
(ii) Y~C&JY(n,<k)for l<k<n. 
Proof. (i) The statement holds by Theorem 4.1 (i), since &_Y(n, ~0) = g_Y(n, =O) 
for n > 0. 
(ii) Let G=(VE,PE,W) be an OL system and let C=(VE,PE,R,,...,R~,W) be the 
EG systems with k agents, where Ri = PE for i = 1,. . . , k. 
Then L(G) 5 L(Z, d k) by Lemma 2.4 and L(C, 6 k) C L(G) since by induction w E 
L(G) and, for every wt E L(G) and for wt +z w2 we have w2 E L(G). This gives 
L(G) = L( Z, d k) and consequently 90~ C &Y(n, d k). 
Moreover, L,,<k ~(&dP(n,< k) - 2’~) by (i) and Theorem 3.4 and so 6yoL c 
&Y(n,<k) for 1 <kdn. 
5. The generative power of EG systems 
In this section we compare the generative power of language classes defined by 
simple EG systems which differ in the number of agents and size of acting teams. For 
fixed k and for m,m > k an infinite hierarchy of EZ(m, <k) is presented. In all the 
other cases of pairs m, k the corresponding language classes are incomparable. 
Theorem 5.1. 89(m, d k) c ~;P(Tz, 6 k) for 1 <k<m<n, 
Proof. To prove 6Y(m, 6 k) C_ &Z(n, dk) let us consider L E &i”(m, < k), i.e. let 
L(c) = L for some C in b9(m, d k). Assume C = (V,, PE, PI,. . . , P,, w). Then for C’ = 
(VE,PE,PI,...,P,,PE,..., PE,w) we have L(C,<k)=L(C’,<k). . , 
n--m times 
Derivations of w EL in C and C’ coincide. The only difference is that some letters 
that are rewritten by rules of the environment in C, are rewritten in C’ by (analogical) 
rules of the new agents. 
Since we have L, Gk E &Z(n, d k) - &%(m, d k) for m <n by Theorem 3.3 the proof 
is completed. 
Theorem 5.2. &9(m, <j) and &Y(n, < k) are incomparable, for j # k, m > j > 1, 
n>k>l. 
Proof. By Theorem 4.3 we have 90~ c &ip(m, <j) n &_Y’(n, <k) for j,k > 1. 
Moreover, by Theorem 3.3 we have L,, <j E &Y(m, < j) - hY(n, <k) and L,, Sk E 
&sP(n, <k) -- 8Y(m, <j) for j # k. 
Theorem 5.3. &9(m, = j) and &Y(n, = k) are incomparable for j #k or m # n and 
m>j>l, n>k>l. 
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Proof. Assume j> k. By Theorem 4.2 _Y’OL,i c &Y?(m, =j) n &i”(n, = k). By 
Theorem 3.1 L,,zj E 89(m, =j) - &;P(n, = k) and Ln,=k E 89(n, = k) - &Z(rn, =j). 
This completes the proof. 
Theorem 5.4. (i) &‘P(n, 6 1) c ~?P(rn, = 1) 
(ii) K-Y(m, = j) and &_Y(n, < k) are incomparable for m, n, j, k such that 1 <j < m, 
1 <kbn. 
Proof. (i) Assume L E &Z(n, 6 1 ), i.e. let L = L(C, < 1) for some Z = ( V,,, &,Pi, . . . , 
8,~). Then L=L(Cl,= 1) for Ci E 89(1,= l), where Zi =(VE,P~,P’,w), where 
P’=P, u.. . UP,, U PE, and L=L(C,,= 1) for C, ~&g(m,= l), where C, =(V,,P,, 
u, w). Therefore 89(n, < 1) 2 &Z(m, = 1). 
m times 
Moreover L,,=I l 8;P(n,= 1) - 86P(m,< 1) by Theorem 3.2. 
(ii) In this case we have 
l =YoL,~ C 8P(m, = j) n &P(n, <k) by Theorems 4.2 and 4.3. 
l Lq=j E &ip(m, = j) - 8Z(n, d k) by Theorems 3.1 and 3.2. 
l L,, $k E 8.Y(n, 6 k) - &Y(m, = j) for k # j by Theorems 3.3 and 3.4 and {a,b} E 
&Z(n,<k)-&S?(m,=k) for k32. 
This completes the proof of part (ii). 
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